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Livingson Press, United States, 2019. Paperback. Condition: New. 2nd ed. Language: English. Brand
new Book. The Mickelson Clarified Translation (MCT)(R) in the Clarified Reader(TM) large format
(12pt). A more precise translation of the Hebrew and Aramaic Masoretic Text, the clarified Textus
Receptus presented with enhanced punctuation. This unabridged Scripture translation reveals the
fullness of biblical Hebrew using modern English words with enhanced grammar and punctuation.
The Mickelson Clarified Translation was hand-translated into an easily readable English dialect
that preserves the distinct concepts and contextual meanings used in the biblical Hebrew text. This
translation carefully interweaves biblical patterns of speech and communication into modern
English. The companion dictionary also helps the student move beyond the traditional limitations
of English translation. This dictionary reconciles biblical English vocabulary with biblical Hebrew
vocabulary in order to assure the highest degree of conceptual integrity while maintaining English
word consistency with the Hebrew text itself. The benefit is a more accurate presentation and
correlation of biblical thoughts, concepts, and instructions. The Literary Reading Order arranges
the books of the Old Testament for optimal reading and correlation according to the literary
patterns discerned in the Old Testament Scriptures. The Promise contained herein (as fully
expressed in the...
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Reviews
Extensive guide! Its such a excellent read. This can be for anyone who statte that there was not a worth looking at. I am just e ortlessly will get a
satisfaction of looking at a written publication.
-- Melvin Hettinger
This book will not be e ortless to start on reading through but very exciting to learn. It is amongst the most remarkable book i have got go through. Once
you begin to read the book, it is extremely difficult to leave it before concluding.
-- Dr. Easton Collier DVM
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